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Abstract
LetH be a subgroup ofG. In this paper we discuss the following questions: Is there a two-complex
L so that pi1(L)=G and so that the cover of L corresponding to H has a compact core? Is there an
L so that pi1(L)=G and so that the cover of L corresponding to H doesn’t have a compact core?
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1. Introduction
If X is a subcomplex of Y , we say that X is a core of Y if the inclusion of X into Y
induces an isomorphism on the first homotopy group. For example, if Y is obtained fromX
by sewing on a two-cell (which we shall hereafter call a face) along a null homotopic curve,
then X is a core of Y . Also, if X is a core of Y and H is a subgroup of pi1(X) = pi1(Y ),
the the covering space of X corresponding to H is a core of the covering space of Y
corresponding to H . (In the future, we will call these covering spaces the H -cover of X
and of Y , respectively.)
Let p :E → K be a covering of the space K . In general, even with K nice and
manageable (i.e., compact), E can be quite unwieldy. However, sometimes we are only
interested in E for the homotopy information that it stores. In these cases, it may be
beneficial to consider a core of E. Examples of this can be found in [1,3–6].
At the SUNY Albany Group Theory Conference held in October 1996, Daniel Wise
described a 2-complexK with pi1(K)∼= (Z×Z)∗Z whose (Z×Z)-covering did not have
a compact core. In this paper we generalize Wise’s construction to coverings corresponding
to nontrivial, non-free subgroups of infinite index.
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2. Coverings without compact cores
Throughout this paper, all maps between complexes will be combinatorial. Recall that a
cellular map is combinatorial if its restriction to the interior of any cell of the domain is a
homeomorphism onto a cell of the range.
To the presentation P = 〈X|R〉 there corresponds a 2-complexK(P) which we call the
complex of the presentation P . It has one vertex, v; one edge ex for each x in X; and one
face ∆r for each r in R. We see that K(P)(1), the one skeleton of K(P), is a bouquet
of |X| edges. So pi1(K(P )(1), v) is naturally isomorphic to F(X). We give the edge of
K(P) corresponding to the element x of X a direction so that the path going around the
edge once in this direction is identified with the element x of F(X). In this way, a map
from a one-manifold to K(P) can be described as a not necessarily reduced word in the
free monoid on X ∪X−1. In particular, the boundary of the face ∆r has |r| edges and the
attaching map of this face is described by the word r . (We will take as the basepoint of ∆r
the initial vertex of the edge corresponding to the first letter of r if it is inX, or the terminal
vertex of this edge if r begins with an element of X−1.) If P presents the group G, then
the fact that pi1(K(P ), v)∼=G is an immediate consequence of Van Kampen’s Theorem.
Let P = 〈X|R〉 present G and let H be a subgroup of G. We will now briefly recall the
structure of the H -cover of K(P). This complex, which we will call E, has a vertex for
each right coset Hw of H . We call this vertex vw . (Note that vw = vu exactly when w and
u are representatives of the same right coset of H .)
Now, each vertex vw is the initial vertex of some edge covering ex . We shall call this
edge e(w,x). Clearly, the terminal vertex of e(w,x) is vwx . When it is convenient, we will also
refer to the edge e(w,x) as e(wx,x−1). We give the one-skeleton of E the graph metric: each
edge has length one. We denote the distance between the vertices v1 and v2 by |v1 − v2|.
If w ∈ G and ai ∈ X ∪ X−1 for i = 1,2, . . . , n, then we shall use the notation
vw : a1a2 . . . an to describe the unique path beginning at vw and traversing the edges
e(w,a1), e(wa1,a2), . . . , e(wa1a2...an−1,an) in that order. Recall, this path is closed if and only
if the word wa1a2 . . . anw−1 represents an element of H . Notice that the word a1a2 . . . an
is reduced precisely when it describes a local immersion from an interval and cyclically
reduced when it describes a local immersion from a circle. We shall call the path reduced
in the former case and cyclically reduced in the latter. If the word a1a2 . . . an freely reduces
to the empty word, then we shall say that the path is freely trivial.
Also, E has one face for each pair (Hw, r) consisting of a right coset and a relator.
We shall call this face ∆(w,r). The attaching map of ∆(w,r) is described in our notation by
vw : r .
We may extend these definitions to arbitrary complexes in a natural way. Let K be a
complex with edge set Y . We may arbitrarily choose a direction for each edge. Now each
path inK can be represented by an element of the free monoid onM = Y ∪Y−1. The main
difference here is that not every element of M represents a path. Nonetheless, we may say
that paths are reduced, cyclically reduced, or freely trivial as above.
Suppose ∆ is a face of K whose attaching map is not cyclically reduced; that is to
say it is described by the not cyclically reduced element u of M . If cyclical reduction of
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u produces u∗, we call the path u∗ the support of ∆. If K∗ is the complex obtained by
removing∆ and reattaching it using u∗ as an attaching map, then K andK∗ are homotopy
equivalent.
The following lemma follows directly from these definitions and is stated without proof.
Lemma 1. Let K be a complex. Let u be a path in K which does not share a vertex with
the support of any face of K . If u is not freely trivial then u is not null homotopic.
We are now able to state the main result of this section.
Theorem 1. Let G be a finitely presented group. Then there exists a presentation P ′ of G
so that if H is a nontrivial, non-free subgroup of G of infinite index, the H -cover of KP ′
does not have a compact core.
Proof. Let P = 〈X|R〉 be a finite presentation of G. Since we’re interested in groups with
non-free subgroups, we can assume that R is not empty, and that each of its elements is
cyclically reduced. Let M =max{|r|: r ∈ R} and let N = 2M + 1.
For each r ∈ R, define
r ′ = r
∏
|w|6N
wrr−1w−1.
(This product can be taken in any order.) Let R′ = {r ′ | r ∈ R}. Notice that none of the
r ′ are reduced, and free reduction would leave r . So the presentation P ′ = 〈X|R′〉 also
presents G.
Take H as in the statement of the theorem, and let E be the H -cover of KP ′ . We will
prove by contradiction that E does not have a compact core.
Assume C is a compact core of E. Fix a two cell ∆(w,r ′) of C. Such a cell exists as
H is nontrivial and not free. Because of the convoluted expression of the relator r ′, the
attaching map of ∆(w,r ′) involves (but is not limited to) every edge within N of the vertex
vw . However, the support of ∆(w,r ′) is the relatively small path w : r . Since r is cyclically
reduced, the vertex vw is in the support of ∆(w,r ′).
Let d be the length of the longest geodesic of C. Now, since [G : H ] = ∞ there is a
geodesic segment of length d +M+ 1 in E based at vw , with vertices (in order of distance
from vw) vw = v0, v1, v2, . . . , vd+M+1. Let k be maximal with respect to the following
condition: There is a face ∆(u,s ′) of C and a vertex ν in the support of ∆(u,s ′) so that
|vk − ν|6M . Clearly, k 6 d +M .
Now we have |vu − vk| 6 |vu − ν| + |ν − vk | 6 |s| + M 6 2M . It follows that
|vu− vk+1|6N . So the boundary of∆(u,s ′) contains a geodesic from vu to vk+1 as well as
every edge of the cyclically reduced closed path vk+1 : s. Since this path is no more than
M in length, the maximality of k ensures that this path does not contain a vertex which is
in the support of any face of C.
By Lemma 1, this path represents a nontrivial element of pi1(C). But since s is a
relation in G it represents a trivial element of pi1(E). Hence, the inclusion induced map
ι∗ :pi1(C, v˜)→ pi1(E, v˜) is not injective. This shows that C is not a core of E. 2
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3. The assumptions on H
In the above construction, we assumed three things about H : it was nontrivial; it had
infinite index inG; and it was not free. IfH were trivial, then the H -cover ofK(P) would
be its universal cover, K˜(P ). In this case, the basepoint of K˜(P ) is a compact core.
If P is a finite presentation, then K(P) is compact. If H has finite index in G, then the
H -cover of K(P) is also compact, and is a compact core of itself.
So we see it is necessary to assume that H is not trivial and has infinite index in G. Is it
just as necessary to take H non-free? We used this assumption to ensure that any core of
the H -cover would need to have at least one face. Clearly, if H is not free this is the case.
If H is free, this comes down to the choice of a generating set for G. This is illustrated in
the following example.
Consider the following presentation P = 〈x, y, z | xyxyx〉 of the groupG. Here we have
y = xyxyxy = (xy)3 and x−1 = xyxy = (xy)2. It follows that G is a free group of rank 2.
We can take {xy, z} as a basis.
Let H be the rank one free subgroup of G generated by xy . Now, since each of x and
y is needed to generate H , any core of the H -cover of K(P) must contain the loops e(1,x)
and e(1,y). It follows that any core of the H -cover must contain a face. This is what we
need.
Consider a new presentation of G which uses the same generating set as P : P ′ =
〈x, y, z | (xyxyx)z(xyxyx)(x−1y−1x−1y−1x−1)z−1〉. This presentation is a little simpler
than the one described in Theorem 1, but one can verify that the H -cover of K(P ′) does
not have a compact core.
This observation leads to the question: Is there a finitely presented group G with a
nontrivial subgroup H of infinite index so that for any finite presentation P of G, the
H -cover of K(P) has a compact core? Theorem 1 shows us that any such H must be free.
4. Coverings with compact cores
In this section we construct, for a given pair H ⊂G of groups with H finitely presented,
a two-complex L with pi1(L)∼=G so that the H -cover of L has a compact core.
Lemma 2. Let (K,v) be a complex, let H be a finitely presented subgroup of pi1(K).
Then, there exists a complex (L, v) containingK so that:
(1) K(i) = L(i) for all i 6= 2;
(2) K is a core of L; and,
(3) the H -cover of L has a compact core.
Proof. Let p : (E, v˜)→ (K,v) be the H -cover of K . Since H is finitely generated, there
is some compact graphD ⊂E(1) containing v˜ so that D generates pi1(E, v˜). That is to say
the inclusion induced map ι∗ :pi1(D, v˜)→ pi1(E, v˜) is surjective.
Since H is finitely presented, the kernel of ι∗ is normally generated by some finite set
of elements of the free group pi1(D, v˜) (see [2, Proposition 17, p. 23]). Choose a set R
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of representatives of these elements so that each r ∈ R is a cyclically reduced path in D.
Let C be obtained by sewing a face ∆′r to D with attaching map r for each r in R. Let
A= C ∪D E. We see that C is a compact core of A.
Let L be the complex obtained by sewing a face ∆r to K with attaching map p ◦ r for
each r in R. Since p ◦ r is null homotopic for each r ∈ R, we have that K is a core of L.
We can extend p to a map q :A→L in the obvious way.
Let p′ : (E′, v˜′)→ (L, v) be the H cover of L. We leave it as an exercise to check that
q lifts through p′ to an injection qˆ : (A, v˜)→ (E′v˜′) and that qˆ∗ :pi1(A, v˜)→ pi1(E′, v˜′) is
an isomorphism. In fact, E′ contains C as a compact core.
Theorem 2. Let P = 〈X|R〉 present the group G and let H be a finitely presented
subgroup of G. Then there exists a presentation P ′ = 〈X|R′〉 of G with R ⊂ R′ so that
the H -cover of K(P ′) has a compact core.
Proof. This follows immediately from applying Lemma 2 toK(P) once we recognize that
the complex L obtained is the complex of a presentation satisfying the conclusions of the
theorem. 2
Theorem 2 is less satisfactory than Theorem 1 in that the presentation P ′ is dependent
upon the subgroup H . This begs the following question: For what complexes K is it true
that for every finitely presented H ⊂ pi1(K), the H -cover of K has a compact core? Wise
has noted that this is true if K is a compact manifold of dimension not more than 3, and
has conjectured that it is true for negatively curved K .
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